IDEAL FOR ALL OLYMPIC LIFTS, DEADLIFTS, SQUATS AND MORE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Space-saving rack
- Ideal for Olympic lifts, deadlifts, squats and more
- 76 x 76 mm 11-gauge steel mainframe
- Premium J-cup liftoffs
- Safety spotter arms
- Integrated chinning bar
- Weight Capacity: 450 kg
- Product: Weight: 96 kg
- Dimensions: L 127 x W 134.6 x H 226 cm

Body-Solid’s full commercial power Half Rack, the SPR500, features everything you could want on a power rack today.

The Body-Solid ProClub Line SPR500 Commercial Half Rack is a full commercial half rack built for heavy weight training in any facility. The SPR500 Commercial Half Rack is designed to excel in heavy use facilities like high schools, colleges and universities, police and fire departments, military facilities, sports performance training facilities, and any commercial gym or training studio.

An alternative to traditional power racks, Half Racks are great space savers providing a smaller footprint than most enclosed power racks. The ProClub Line SPR500 Commercial half rack is an all-purpose weight training station.
Optional Attachments

1 SPRACB Connecting bar € 250.00
2 SPRBCB Bench Clearance Back Bar € 79.00
3 SPRBP Band Pegs For € 45.00
4 SPRDCB Dual Chin-Up Bar € 65.00
5 SPRJC J-Cups € 109.00
6 SPRPS Pin & Pipe Safeties € 75.00
7 SPRSA Spotter Arms € 119.00
8 SPRST Storage Tray € 169.00
9 SPRTB Dual T-Bar Row € 75.00
10 SR-BHV Vertical Bar Storage € 95.00
11 SR-CB Cannon Ball Grips € 35.00
12 SR-DIP Dip Attachment € 250.00
13 SR-SBH Stability Ball Holder € 175.00
14 SR-STEP Step (Plyo) Attachment € 289.00
15 SR-UL U Link Attachment (By Chrome) € 89.00

Accessories shown on the attachments are not included.

SPR500

COMMERCIAL HALF RACK SPR500
Retail €620.00

COMMERCIAL HALF RACK EXTENSION SPR500HALFBACK
Retail €385.00

COMMERCIAL EXTENDED HALF RACK SPR500BACK
Retail €1150.00

COMMERCIAL EXTENDED HALF RACK PACKAGE SPR500BACKP4
Retail €2200.00

Package includes:
- SPR500 Commercial Half Rack
- SPR500BACK Extension
- SR-DIP Dip Attachment
- SPRDCB Dual Chin-Up Bar
- SFID425 Bench
- SR-CB Cannon Ball Grips